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Hot climates

Equatorial climates: The rainforest:

There is abundant rain, and storms occur every day. This zone receives considerable sunshine.

Some regions with an equatorial climate are Brazil, Congo and Indonesia.

Here, we have a picture of an equatorial rainforest.

Temperatures have a daytime maximum of 32°C.  At night minimum temperatures are no lower 
than 22°C. This high level of temperature is present all the year. Greatest rainfall occurs at midday. 
All months have mean precipitation values of at least 60mm. 
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ANIMALS:

Mammals:

The Jaguar  is the ultimate Amazon predator. Large Monkeys: The forests of the Amazon are 
home to more species of primates than anywhere 
on Earth.

Reptiles:          Amphibians:

Anaconda: The world's biggest snake. Strawberry poison frog: Due to the high toxicity 
of skin productions, it is vital to wash hands 
after handling these frogs.
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Birds:      Insects: 95% of the 
     world's animals are in the 
     rainforests.

Parrots: They're popular pets. Tarantulas: Tarantulas are big hairy spiders with 
a bad reputation. Most tarantulas are relatively 
harmless.

PLANTS:

Plants are the rainforest. They provide food and shelter for animals and humans. There are a lot of 
them, and thousands of different species.

Lianas: Tarzan used them to move in the jungle. Chicle (chewing gum tree): 
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Tropical climates: the savanna

Savanna is a plain region with a lot of grass and not many trees.

There are two very different seasons in a savanna; a very long dry season (winter), and a very wet 
season (summer). They have a single rainy season.  

The savannah are common in the Sahel in Northern Africa (south of the Sahara), India and 
Australia.

The savanna climate has a temperature range of 20° to 30° C. In the winter, it is usually about 20° - 
25° C. In the summer the temperature ranges from 25° to 30° C. In a Savanna the temperature does 
not change a lot.

There is an annual precipitation of 1000 to 1500 mm of rain. From December to February never 
rains. Winter is the dry season.
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ANIMALS:

Mammals:
African elephant: African elephants are the 
biggest land mammal in the world.

Zebra: The zebra is the horse of the savanna. Is 
black and white.

Lions: Lions eat gazelles, buffalo, zebras and many other animals. Lion's coats are perfect 
camouflage.

Reptiles:
Black Mamba: The Black Mamba is the most 
deadly snake in the world. They are 
invulnerable.  Their venom can kill.

Crocodiles: The crocodiles eat fish, turtles, 
birds, buffaloes, antelope, big cats, and 
sometimes people. The Nile Crocodile can be 
five meters long.
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PLANTS: A lot of grass and some trees.

Acacia: Giraffes, antelopes and elephants eat 
Acacia.

Baobab: It can be 25 meters tall and can live for 
a thousand years.

And, of course, a lot of grass
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Desert climates: The desert

Deserts are areas with little rainfall and vegetation. There are deserts all around the world. For 
example, in the Sahara, Saudi Arabia, Iran and Iraq, India, California, South Africa and Australia. 
Here, temperatures of 40 to 45°C are common.

All months have average temperatures over 18° C.  Yeah, it's hot out there. But remember, at night 
is very cold. It can be over 40 º during the day but below 0º degrees at night. 

Rainfall is usually very low, concentrated in short bursts.

Most Hot and Dry Deserts don't have many plants. Animals in the desert survive in a hostile 
environment. Animals the desert are adaptated. 
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ANIMALS:
Reptiles:      Insects:
Thorny Devil: It has got large, conical spines: African Scorpion: It has got a poisonous stinger.

Mammals:      Birds:
African Oryx: This African Oryx has got long 
horns. 

The African Vulture. 

PLANTS: The Desert plants are very important to the animals of the desert. They find most of their 
food and water from plants. Here you can see some examples.
The African Peyote Cactus holds water for a 
very long time. 

Saguaro: This plant has got red fruit, nectar and 
seeds. 
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Temperate climates

Temperate climates haven't got extremes of temperature and precipitation. There are three types of 
temperate climate: maritime, continental and mediterranean.

Oceanic climate: The temperate forest.

The ocean influences this climate.

The oceanic climate is located in Western 
Europe, from Portugal to Norway, and on 
Western America from San Francisco to British 
Colombia in Canada. 

Temperatures: The temperature is between 
10°C and 13°C.  
Average temperature of warmest month is less 
than 22 °C, and that of the coldest month 
warmer than -3 °C.

Precipitations distribute all over the year, with a maximum in the cold 
season.

Temperate Forest (Deciduous): Vegetation: Deciduous trees. For example: 
oaks, hickories, maples...

ANIMALS: White tail deer, porcupines, raccoons, rabbits, squirrels, many birds,frogs and 
salamanders, snakes. Here you can see popular examples.
Wolf: The gray wolf lives in North America and 
Eurasia. It is endangered. 

Squirrel: Squirrels are vegetarians. They eat 
fruits and nuts. 

They are popular cartoons.
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Deciduous: The 
leaves fall in autum



PLANTS: A lot of trees, but these are common.

Oaks

They are part of the temperate forest

Hickories

Maple trees

Etc...
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Continental climate: The Taiga.

Hot summers and colder winters. They are far from the ocean. This type of climate is located in the 
centre of continents. They have little rainfall. This climate is in North America and Russia.

Continental climates have at least three months of temperatures in excess of 10°C and winters with 
at least one month below -3ºC. 

Annual precipitation in this zone is usually between 610 mm to 1,200 mm, most of it in the form of 
snow during winter. 

Taiga is the name for the forest. 
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PLANTS
There is not much diversity. Evergreen trees are common.

The pine tree is usual. The taiga forest. Hundreds of kilometers of 
evergreen forest.

ANIMALS:
The taiga is home to herbivorous mammals and small rodents. For example:
Moose: The largest of the deer. The river otter.
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Mediterranean climate: The mediterranean forest.

No freezing temperatures in winter and dry 
summers. 

There is a wet and soft winter. Summers are hot. 
Bring sunscreen and lots of water! 

Warmest monthly is more than 20º C. 

Annual Precipitation: 42 cm. It usually rains in 
autumn and spring.

ANIMALS:

The fauna is very interesting.  
Ex: The lynx: The Iberian lynx. It is endangered.

Other animals:
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PLANTS: The Mediterranean Triad:
Olive tree: It is symbol for peace, wisdom and 
victory. 

Vineyard: A vineyard is for making wine.

Wheat: Wheat grain makes flour, bread, cookies, 
cake, pasta, noodles and couscous; and beer, 
alcohol, vodka or biofuel.
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Cold climates:

Polar climates: The tundra.

The polar regions have got snow 
and ice all year. Polar nights last six 
months. The tundra is the biome of 
the polar regions.

Regions with a polar climate have 
not warm summers. Temperature is 
always below 10º.  A temperature 
of -88°C was once reported in 
Antarctica!. 

Polar climates are dry. Some polar regions receive less than 250 millimetres of precipitation each 
year, and can be as dry as the hot deserts 

PLANTS:

The plants growing in the tundra are often small and grow near the ground. 
Lichen: This is a lichen. Lichens grow on rocks. They are fungus and an algae together. 

ANIMALS:
Life in the tundra is very difficult. Animals have adaptations to survive. Some have got thick fur. 
Others hibernate in the winter months. Most of animals live near the North Pole. 
Penguins: Only in the South Pole Polar bear:  Only near the North Pole
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Exercises:

1- Link:

DEFINITION WORD
A plant with very long branches Sunshine
This substance destroys life Liana
A heavy rain, wind and lightning Shelter
Protection or refuge Storm
Light from the sun Poison

2- Colour this drawing:

3- Look for pictures of a rainforest and draw them in your 
notebook.

4- Solve this wordsearch and look for the word's meanings 
in Spanish.
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5- Colour this picture. Look for the hunter, the lion, the grass, the horse, the gun, the salacof.

6- Desert life: How many animals can you find in this desert? (And I need the names)
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10- Look for a picture of a temperate forest and stick it into your notebook.

11- Colour this picture and find: Worker, trunk, pine tree, snow, forest.

Did you know? The Soviet Union set concentration camps in taiga zones.

12- Look for one recipe with wheat, wine and oil. Write it in your notebook.

13- Look for the name in English of the animals in the page “ANIMALS” in the Mediterranean 
forest section. (Page 15)

14- What is an igloo? Draw one here.

15-Climate World Map: In this map, colour:

A) In light green, the equatorial 
climate zones.

B) In orange, the tropical 
climate zones.

C) In red, the desert climate 
zones.

D) In blue, the oceanic climate 
zones.

E) In yellow, the mediterranean 
climate zones.

F) In brown, the continental 
climate zones.

G) In white, the polar climate 
zones.
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15- The right clothes:

1- Desert 2- Polar. 3- Mediterranean. 4- Equatorial.

16-Surf the web and look for a picture of each climate. Send it to the teacher at: 
tintoreprofe@gmail.com.
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17- Fill the columns: 

Climate Temperature Precipitations Fauna Plants Zone
Tropical

Polar

Desert

Continental

Mediterranean

Equatorial

Oceanic
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Glossary:

At least: Al menos.
Below: Debajo.
Burst: Arrebato, arranque, estallido.
Climate: Clima
Deciduous: Caducifolio (referido a hojas caducas)
Dry: Seco.
Endangered: Amenazado/a, en peligro de extinción.
Enviroment: Medio ambiente.
Evergreen: Perenne.
Fauna: Fauna.
Freezing: Heladas, congeladas.
Fur: Piel
Hickory: Nogal (Americano)
To last: Durar
Located: Localizado, situado.
Mammal: Mamífero.
Maple: Arce.
Rodent: Roedor.
Seed: Semilla.
Sunshine: Luz solar.
Vineyard: Vid.
Wet: Húmedo.
Wisdom: Sabiduría.
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